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Not Recommended
0.0 hrs last two weeks / 0.2 hrs on record
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You guys somehow, AFTER YEAAAAAARS, haven't even made an attemp to update the UI,
inventory management, combat, mining and tree cutting, OR CRAFT! 
AFTER YEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAARSSSSSSSSSSSSSS. And i mean
YEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARS. It's the exact same game from
2005... 
How? How do people even attempt to defend this game or the developers? Do people not
realize that Notch (Yes, the creator of minecraft) jumped ship from this before starting the
minecraft project because the current devs and some of the past dev team seemingly could've
cared less about making the game enjoyable, much less more accessible to ever player looking
for new players, especially the influx of new players the steam release surely sent your way.
Couldn't even play the game for the first day of release, and had better things to do all day
today. Hell, peeling my fingernails off would've been a better use of my time than spending the
26 minutes i wasted doing the tutorial in the new starter zone. 
Code club should be extremely ashamed of themselves for putting this re-re-release of a game
on steam and not update it in the slightest except for a few new animals and armor pieces. And
for what? A ♥♥♥♥♥♥ attempt at fleecing players out of a subscription? It's inexcusable, as this
game has had multiple releases in different, varying degrees of completion in terms of
development, which seemingly ended years ago. 
And the community moderators and workers? Trash tier. Absolute trash. 
They will only answer your emails if you're a shill who bought into this dumpster fire of a
games sub, and you're willing to offer dirt on the people of the community, the very people
that support this game. 

Maybe just avoid this one. 
First experience i had with Wurm was back in 2006, and nothing has really been upgraded,
except for a few instances of falling through hills. Woohoo. 
And seemingly, the community management team enjoys torturing people who break even the
smallest of rules, or if you're a friends of someone who breaks a rule, they pull the Fallout76
card, load up the bannermaster3000 and wildly shotgun blast any player around the
rulebreakers.  
Check out the reviews, and you'll see the evidence given by other players of moderator abuse,
and excuses made by the CM leader.  
PLEASE. DON'T EVEN BUY THE OLDER WURMS LIKE PEOPLE ARE SUGGESTING! 
Just keep waiting, we'll eventually get the simulation games we've been waiting for..
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